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Wanted bengali movie jeet srabanti

Learn more Edit Jeet was hired to shoot someone but not kill. But that man was killed, and Jett didn't shoot. How did it happen? Only his friend knew. Plot summary | Add Summary Parents Guide: Add Content Advisory to Parents » User Reviews Edit Release Date: 30 April 2010 (India) See more » Runtime: 110 mins
View all technical specifications » This article has additional quotes for checking. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Unresoved material may be challenged and removed. Find Sources: Searchable 2010 Movie – News · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (March 2015) (Learn how
and when to remove this template message) WantedTheatrical release posterDirected byRavi KinagiProduced byEskay MoviesWritten byAnonno MamunStarringJeetSrabanti ChatterjeeSharad KapoorMusic byRajesh RoyCinematSelva Kumar PrasadEdited byRabiran jan MoitraDistributed byAshok Dhan Himanshu
DhanukaRelease date 30 April 2010 (2010-04-30) Running time153 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageBengaliBudget3.5 croBox office6.5 cro Wanted is 2010 Bengali language Indian action film, directed by Ravi Kinagi, starring Jeet and Srabanti Chatterjee in key roles. The film is in 2005. Telugu superhit film Athadu plays
Mahesh Babu and Trisha Krishnan in the remake. Plot Rajkumar Banerjee /Raja (Jeet) and Joy (Indrajit Chakraborty) are professional killers and partners. They charge Rs. $15 million for murder. Amarnath Ganguly is the party leader and wants to stage his attempted murder by accumulating compassion to vote in the
upcoming elections. His colleague Shubhankar Banerjee (Biplab Chatterjee) hooks him up with Raja. Ganguly killed someone else. The police immediately surrounded the skyscraper. Raja is about to exit the building when there is a car accident with his car. Raja assumes that Joy died in the accident. Raja goes to the
top of the building with the police in pursuit. A passing train offers Raja to escape with a rope to land on the train. Raja meets Shibu (Atanu Mukherjee), who reveals that he fled his village, Ganganagar, when he was young; now he returns to his village. Police site Raja, but shoot Shibu. Raja escapes to Ganganagar.
Shibhu's family thinks Raja is their son and accepts him. A CBI officer, Salim Ali Khan (Sharad Kapoor) is investigating the ganguly murder, believes that Raja is responsible, and comes through a Raja/Shibu connection. He's trying to get Raja's fingerprints, but he's outclassed. The evidence concerns Joy. There is a
Ganganagar wedding to Shibu's niece, the CBI come to believe there was a Raja/Shibu change, and Raga is a murder suspect. Raja is running, on a CBI vacation, and he comes back to explain what's going on. The family shows no interest in helping Raja find the real killer, but Grandpa (Biswajit Chakraborty) gives
Raja a gun. Raja calls Shubhankar Banerjee and demands to know who killed Ganguly. Banerjee refuses, but Raja says that their conversation was and Banerjee reveals everything. Joy killed Ganguly for Rs. 20 million. He caused his death by sending a drink-driving car in an accident. Raja leaves the old church, where
Joy is located. Raja and Joy meet and Raja has a gun loaded against Joy. But the same cops who killed shibu bartheus. Raja kills them all, including Joy. Raja gives a record to a CBI official. A CBI officer goes straight to Banerjee's office, telling him that he will refer him to the police, and Banerjee tells him that he has no
concrete evidence. A CBI official reveals that the record is enough evidence for a ganguly hot-headed son who promised revenge for his father's death. Trapped without any recourse, Banerjee commits suicide. Raja has released Shibu's ashes and a CBI official allows him to go to the Shibu family, where he stays
forever. Cast Jeet as Rajkumar Banerjee (Raja)/Shibu Srabanti Chatterjee as Pooja Sharad Kapoor as CBI officer Salim Ali Khan Biplab Chatterjee as Shubhankar Banerjee Atanu Mukherjee as Shibranjan Chowdhury (Shibu) Biswajit Chakraborty as Shubhankar Banerjee Atanu Mukherjee as Shibranjan Chowdhury
(Shibu) Biswajit Chakraborty as Shubhankar Banerjee Atanu Mukherjee as Shibranjan Chowdhury (Shibu) Biswajit Chakraborty as SiddharthaNarayan Choudhury Kamalika Banerjee as Shibu's mother Indrajit Chakraborty as Joy Joy Badlany as Sadhu Kharaj Mukherjee as Shibu's uncle Aritra Dutta Banik Rajat Ganguly
as Minister Amarnath Ganguly, who plans to become Chief Minister of Shyamal Dutta as CBI Chief Soundtracks This film has five songs, which are – The album consists of Rajesh Roy All the lyrics written by Gautam Susmit, Sumit Acharya, Priyo Chatterjee, Rajesh Roy.No.TitleLyricsMusicSinger(s)Length1. Neka
NekaGautam SusmitRajesh RoyShaan, Manners Ganguly04:402. Koro Selam Sumit AcharyaRajesh RoyKunal Ganjawala, Rajesh Roy, Kalpana03:093. Aaha Priyo ChatterjeeRajesh RoyPritha Majumder, Ananya Wadkar (children's artist), Rajesh Roy04:254. Akhno Jan Rajesh RoyRajesh RoyKunal Ganjawala, Pritha
Majumder03:33 Critical response Amrita Roy Choudhury of the Times of India gave the film a rating and said: Wanted has all the right ingredients - stylized action sequences (really new to Bengal audiences), gripping narrative based on solid performances, powerful presentation technique and very good packaging, top
Jeet once again proves that he is an experienced actor who is only better with time. Srabanti looks cute as chulbuli Pooja, who falls by hook, line and sink Raja, whom she thinks gramer paliye jaoya chhele, Shibu. Kharaj was doing a fabulous job as a funny man and even before he opened his mouth, the audience was
cleavage. Another surprise in the film comes as Sharad Kapoor is also known as Salim Khan, a CBI officer whose only weakness is the benevolence of women. His character is also well engraved and adds to the added zing in the narrative. [1] Links ^ Looking for overview. Indian times. External links Searched imdb
Received from Searchable is history of identities and many to create a thriller. A politician is brutally murdered instead of a fake shooting, and then the police misidentify the shooter and kill another man, this man goes to the village of the murdered person, and his parents wrongly identify him for his son (because they
have not seen him since years). The movie keeps you on edge all the time. Filmy PassparagIt is a fultoo copy of the Hindi film EC-power one Nana &amp; Bobby. Bengali directors please stop copying Hindi movies especially Ravi Kinagi.A ... more Ravi Kinagi's Wanted starts in typical RGV style with a crowded street
scene where a horrific murder takes place. The killer strikes effectively and suddenly! The killer disappeared before he lifted the din! This begins the saga of the short-tempered contract-killer Raj, which is easily portrayed by Jeet. He delivers all the goods he needs for a typical commercial film. The story is quite similar to
the Hollywood caper, Mark Wahlberg's Shooter. Srabanti Chatterjee beats his character in front of Jeet.See the full story hereBlockbuster action movies bengali superstar Jeet Jeet
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